
Would Rather

Name: Date: __/__/20__

After dinner she had gone sleigh-riding with John, far into the frosty,
sparkling country, despite Miss Lacey's protest that she couldn't see why they
_______________________ by the fire.

1.

(not/stay)wouldn't rather stay

He ____________ strangers had the house.2. 'd rather

She _____________________ herself out of the window than imitate them!3.
(throw)

would rather throw

A continuous illustration of this principle is given in the poetry of
Wordsworth, who, indeed, has expounded his ethical and philosophical views
so explicitly, one _______________________ so ostentatiously, that great
part of the work is done to our hands.

4.

(not/say)
would rather not say

She was not quite at home yet, and kept wondering if she
_______________________ her own house if she could get a reasonable
sort of servant.

5.

(not/have)
wouldn't rather have

I _______________ dead and buried!6. (be)'d rather be

Though the result may be the development of their sons into superior men,
true mothers do not like this forced abdication; they ____________________
their children small and still requiring protection.

7.

(keep)
would rather keep

He must not tell; he ___________________ than tell of what he knew.8.
(die)

would rather die

He's a young man, Mr. Merryweather, but he is at the head of his
profession, and I ____________________ my bracelets on him than on any
criminal in London.

9.

(have)
would rather have

Then she tried to talk of the past; Elizabeth said it was so associated with
poor papa she ________________________ of it.
10.

(not/talk)would rather not talk

The fact that the Parsis are the only Eastern people who entirely abstain
from smoking is very significant; and we know that most of them
________________________ out a candle, if they could help it.

11.

(not/blow)would rather not blow
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I ____________________________ than see this happen.12. (fail/and/die)would rather fail and die

I ___________________________ in it than in any other.13.
(passive/employ)

would rather be employed

She ____________________ until the events of the afternoon had been
forgotten a little.
14.

(wait)
would rather wait

I ____________________ her eyes out with my own hands.15. (tear)would rather tear

There was no more of my own people to give it to, and I
___________________________ it to our old foes.
16.

(not/present)would rather not present

In fact, I _________________ with myself.17. (live)'d rather live

He ____________________ the life of a poor mother of a family than that
of half a dozen old gouty millionaires whose heirs had been yawning and
stretching these ten years to get rid of them.

18.

(save)

would rather save

Dear, I _______________ through years of anything you feel than ten
minutes of what I'm feeling.
19.

(go)
'd rather go

He ____________________ me nurse him than any other person.20. (have)would rather have
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